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Abstract
This paper details the results of a survey of the obsidian sources on the island of Giali in the Dodecanese, Greece, together with a review of these raw materials’ use from the Mesolithic to the Late Bronze
Age (ninth to second millennium Cal bc). Elemental characterization of 76 geological samples from 11
sampling locations demonstrates the existence of two geochemically distinct sources, termed ‘Giali A’, and
‘Giali B’. The latter material, available in small cobble form on the island’s southwestern half, seems to
have only been exploited by local residents during the Final Neolithic (fourth millennium Cal bc). In
contrast, Giali A obsidian comprises a distinctive white-spotted raw material, available in large boulders
on the northeastern half of Giali, whose use changed significantly over time. During the Mesolithic to later
Neolithic it was mainly used for flake-based tool-production by local Dodecanesian populations. Further
away, handfuls of Giali A obsidian are documented from Early Neolithic to Early Bronze Age sites in
Crete, the Cyclades, and western Anatolia. The distribution of this material is likely indicative of population movement, and regional socio-economic interaction more generally, rather than a significant desire
for, and trade of, the material itself. This changed in the Middle Bronze Age (second millennium Cal bc),
when Giali A obsidian was reconceptualized as a valued raw material, and used by Cretan palace-based
lapidaries to make prestige goods. This radical shift in traditions of consumption resulted from Cretan factions appropriating Anatolian and Egyptian elite value regimes and craft practices as a means of creating
new means of social distinction within a larger Eastern Mediterranean political arena.
Keywords: Aegean prehistory, characterization, exchange, Giali, obsidian, value regimes
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Introduction
Insular lithic sources were significant toolmaking resources for prehistoric Mediterranean
communities, particularly following the first
colonization of these islands in the Neolithic
(Cherry 1981; Farr 2006). The best-known of
these are the obsidian sources on Sardinia in
the west, on Lipari, Palmarola, and Pantellaria
in the central Mediterranean, and Melos, Giali,
and Antiparos in the Aegean. While the past
50 years have witnessed a wealth of literature
discussing these sources’ geology, geochemistry,
and consumption histories, the research has
focused on the Sardinian, Liparian, and Melian
raw materials (Costa 2007; Carter 2009). Far
less has been written on Antiparos obsidian
until quite recently (Carter and Contreras
2012), and although the obsidians have been
geochemically characterized the source area of
Palmarola remains largely undocumented and
little has been reported on the archaeology of
Pantellaria. This paper provides the first study
that integrates the characterization of Giali
obsidian with documentation of the source area
and diachronic analysis of its consumption.
Despite their comparable insular locations
and relative accessibility, these sources have radically different histories of use. In the Aegean,
obsidian was procured from Giali and Melos as
early as the Late Pleistocene Upper Palaeolithic
(at least the eleventh millennium Cal bc), and
continued to be exploited until the twelfth
century Cal bc (i.e., the very end of the Bronze
Age—Carter 2009). In contrast, the central
and western Mediterranean sources only began
to be exploited during the Early Holocene
Epi-Palaeolithic/Mesolithic (no earlier than the
seventh millennium Cal bc); their use decreased
significantly beginning in the Chalcolithic, and
the material is virtually unknown from Bronze
Age contexts (third millennium Cal bc) outside
of Sardinia and Sicily (Freund 2014b: 242).
Situated in the Dodecanese islands of the
Aegean, Giali is the source of a visually distinctive
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

white-spotted obsidian (Figure 1). The spherulites that make the raw material so recognizable
also hindered its ability to be flaked with any
significant degree of control. It is thus unsurprising that this obsidian only enjoyed a limited
use for tool-making, and was employed largely
by local Dodecanesian communities to produce
relatively ad hoc flake tools, from the Mesolithic
through the Early Bronze Age (EBA—ninth to
third millennium Cal bc). The limitations of the
white-spotted obsidian are clearly evidenced by
the fact that Final Neolithic (FN—fourth millennium Cal bc) populations living on Giali itself
procured obsidian from Melos (230 km distant),
to make their blades; the local raw material could
not be worked in such a standardized manner
(Sampson and Liritzis 1998: 104, fig. 13). Given
these limitations, in the context of emergent metallurgy and with higher-quality lithic resources
such as Melian obsidian accessible, one might
have expected the exploitation of Giali obsidian
to have diminished significantly with the onset
of the Bronze Age. Beginning in the early Middle Bronze Age (MBA—second millennium Cal
bc), however, this ‘poor-quality’ white-spotted
obsidian—and this Aegean obsidian alone—was
procured by Cretan palace-based elites for the
manufacture of an exclusive range of prestige
goods, specifically vessels and sealstones.
The aim of this paper is to interpret how and
why this obsidian came to be used, and apparently valued, in such radically different ways
sometime after 2000 Cal bc. Methodologically
this involves what we refer to as an ‘integrated
characterization study’. This includes a survey of
the Giali obsidian outcrops, elemental profiling
of geological samples, and a review of the circulation of the island’s white-spotted raw materials
over time, focusing on how the material was consumed. The latter includes consideration of how
Giali obsidian was worked, what was made from
it, and the context of this consumption, by which
we mean the value-regimes that underpinned
crafting traditions, as much as the artifacts’ provenience. This obsidian study is thus necessarily
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Figure 1.
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Major obsidian sources, sites, and other areas mentioned in the text.

situated within considerations of larger socioeconomic and ideological dynamics.
In focusing on Giali obsidian, this paper serves
a dual purpose. First, it provides a long-overdue
geo-archaeological characterization of the source
itself. Second, it offers an explanation of why
the western and central Mediterranean sources
had such different histories of use to those in the
Aegean. Finally, the study offers a compelling
example of an often overlooked factor in obsidian sourcing studies: the potential influence of
consumption practices on distribution patterns.
Background
The small island of Giali—‘glass’ in modern
Greek—is one of the Aegean’s three obsidian
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

sources, along with Melos and Antiparos (Figure
1). While the prehistoric use of Giali obsidian has
been discussed since the 1960s (Renfrew et al.
1965), there has been no detailed publication of
the outcrops, and only limited chemical profiling
of the raw materials. This paper provides the first
detailed characterization of the source through
a systematic survey of the obsidian flows and
elemental characterization of 76 georeferenced
geological samples, using energy dispersive x-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF) spectroscopy.
Giali is one of the Dodecanesian islands,
located approximately 50 km southwest of the
western Anatolian coast. This small island—ca.
6 sq km—is oriented northeast to southwest,
with raised hilly areas at either end linked by a
narrow saddle (Figures 2 and 3). Today the only
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inhabitants belong to the mining concerns that
exploit Giali’s pumice, and the island is reached
only by the company’s private boat or by summer tourist vessels from Kos or Nisyros.
The Aegean is a tectonically active area, with a
double volcanic arc running roughly northwest
to southeast through the region (Figure 1); Giali
forms part of the younger southern arc that also
includes the islands of Aegina, Melos, Thera,
and Nisyros (Shelford et al. 1982: 74-75). Both
regions of volcanism have produced obsidian
flows; the small obsidian source of Antiparos
(Carter and Contreras 2012) comprises part
of the older northern volcanic arc, while the

Figure 2.

obsidians from Melos and Giali are found in the
geologically younger southern volcanic arc. The
latter are significantly more recent: while volcanic deposits associated with Antiparos obsidian have been dated to 4.0 and 5.4 million years
ago (Ma) (Innocenti et al. 1982: 90-91, table
1), the Melian sources of Sta Nychia (near the
modern town of Adhamas) and Dhemenegaki
have been fission-track dated to 1.57 ± 0.12 and
1.60 ± 0.06 Ma (Arias et al. 2006) respectively,
and the ages of the Giali flows are reported as
approximately 150,000 years ago (ka) (southwestern deposits) and 24–30 ka (northeastern
deposits [Bigazzi and Radi 1981: 244, table 2]).

MOPE sampling locations (triangles), with areas described by Cherry et al. (n.d.) labeled in lowercase letters
(a-h), and by Sampson (1988) and Katsarou et al. (2002) labeled in capital letters (A-F). Discrepancies in
location may result from variable mapping precision and/or from the spatial extent of some exposures, which
can be both extensive and heavily obscured by maquis. Labels may represent either precise locations sampled
or entire outcrops, depending on the scale of the outcrop and how continuously it could be recorded.
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View of Giali from the southwest, showing sampling locations I-VI, VIII-X, and XII.

Thus while there have been recent claims for the
use of Melian obsidian as early as the Lower Palaeolithic (Runnels 2014: 217), the Giali sources
could not have been exploited until the Middle/
Upper Palaeolithic at the earliest.
While Giali was likely joined to the Anatolian
continental landmass during most of the Pleistocene, recent sea-level reconstructions suggest
that it has been an island since the Late Glacial Maximum, i.e. throughout the Holocene
(Perissoratis and Conispoliatis 2003: 153, fig.
4; Lykousis 2009: 2042, fig. 5). As such, from
the source’s earliest exploitation in the Aegean
Mesolithic (roughly the ninth and eighth millennia Cal bc), the procurement of obsidian
would have necessarily involved seaborne travel.
Past Research on Giali Obsidian
As detailed below, most obsidian from Giali is
in the form of a highly distinctive lustrous black
glass liberally spotted with white spherulitic
inclusions (Figure 4, top), a characteristic not
associated with other Aegean obsidians. One of
the first archaeological references to this material
was made by Evans (1902–1903: 98) concerning
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

a bowl made of a ‘peculiar speckled variety of volcanic glass’ from his excavations at Knossos (Figure 4, bottom), the renowned Bronze Age site of
Crete, center of the ‘Minoan’ Civilization (Figure
1). Based on the opinion of an ‘eminent mineralogist’ and geologist, Evans (1901–1902: 12223) incorrectly believed the obsidian was from
Lipari in the Aeolian islands. The vessel was thus
proclaimed to constitute the earliest evidence of
trade between Italy and Crete, which served to
strengthen his theory that Crete subsequently
acquired tin from Spain or Britain, a metals
trade that had been forged via the ‘old obsidian
routes’ (Evans 1921: 21, 87, 412). The fact that
this ‘liparite’ obsidian was used to make a vessel of Egyptian form (Evans 1901–1902: 123,
fig. 74), was also taken as evidence for connections between Crete and Early Dynastic Egypt.
Evans, and his colleague Mackenzie (1904: 247),
argued that such relations were ‘important for the
internal development of the Aegean’—i.e., that
the rise of the Aegean’s later Bronze Age palatial
cultures was due to the influence of the Egyptian
and Near Eastern ‘primary’ states. We return to
the significance of this bowl and the theme of
supra-regional political interaction below.
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(top) Distinctive lustrous black and spherulitic Giali A obsidian from LM IB Mochlos,
Crete (photography by M. Milić); (bottom)
Bowl of Giali A obsidian from MM Knossos whose form imitates that of an Early
Dynastic Egyptian stone vessel (from Evans
1901–1902: fig. 74, reproduced with permission of the British School at Athens), 15 cm
diameter, preserved height 3.75 cm.

The existence of obsidian on Giali was first
reported in the 1920s, yet it was not until 1965
that Renfrew and colleagues demonstrated via a
chemical characterization analysis that this was
in fact the source of the white spotted material found on Crete, and not Lipari (Renfrew
et al. 1965). While a seminal study for Aegean
obsidian sourcing, the evidentiary basis for
Giali obsidian’s characterization was only three
geological samples, and it lacked a detailed
report of the source itself; these issues were then
addressed in 1976 when Cherry and Torrence
mapped and sampled the Giali outcrops (see
Figure 2, above). While the project was never
published, a manuscript—minus the elemental data—is available at the British School
at Athens (Cherry et al. n.d.), and its results
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

underpinned the publication by Buchholz and
Althaus (1982) of a report on archaeology and
mineralogy of Nisyros, Giali, and Kos.
Giali obsidian has been analyzed in a number of other characterization studies, though
none included many samples, or geo-referenced
materials (Pollard and Heron 2008: 75-87; also
Stewart et al. 2003; Acquafredda and Paglionico
2004). While these studies mainly involved
chemical profiling, a few studies focused on
isotopic and mineral contents, geological age,
and magnetic properties; the latter of these
(McDougall et al. 1983) suggested the existence of a second obsidian source on the island,
with reference to a magnetically distinct sample
group from ‘Giali beach’ (McDougall et al.
1983: 447, fig. 3). We return to this material
below (sample location Giali XII).
On Giali itself, a geo-archaeological survey
in 1986 led to the excavation of an FN site,
and discussions on the use of Giali obsidian by
Dodecanesian Neolithic populations (Sampson
1984; 1988). The analytical component of this
work led to claims for a second source on southwestern Giali; the associated geo-chemical data
remains unpublished (Sampson and Liritzis
1998; Bassiakos et al. 2005).
The Obsidian of Giali: Occurrence, Nature,
and Sampling
It was in this context that we initiated a new
study of Aegean and Anatolian obsidian sources,
the McMaster Obsidian Procurement Expedition
[MOPE]. On Giali, our aim was to map and
geo-chemically characterize accessible obsidian
outcrops; geochemical analyses were carried
out using energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy (EDXRF) in the McMaster XRF
Lab (MAX Lab). During two visits in 2010 and
2011 we surveyed the Giali obsidian outcrops,
systematically sampling the raw materials to
(a) investigate the availability and diversity of
obsidian, and (b) establish an elemental database for artifact provenience studies.

Spherulites and Aspiring Elites
Pedestrian survey began in the middle of the
island and proceeded northeastward following an
outcrop of obsidian, perlite, and banded rhyolite
that is exposed at the base of the slope along the
western flank of the island. The major outcrops
are located on this half of the island. Geological
material was collected from 12 sample locations
(detailed in Table 1 and Figures 2-3) to investigate potential geochemical variability between
several distinct outcrops. The western slope of
Giali’s northern peak was also surveyed. Some of

Figure 5.
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this work comprised formal survey, with 15 mspacing between fieldwalkers, but the steep and
densely vegetated slopes soon rendered this
impractical, and survey was often opportunistic.
Obsidian is available in many locations on the
northeastern half of Giali, but is uniformly so
highly spherulitic that it fractures unpredictably
and uncontrollably, making it a remarkably poor
obsidian for knapping purposes (Figures 4 [top]
and 5-10). Boulders and large outcrops are common, and probably as a result neither we nor

(top) Sampling location Giali I; (bottom) obsidian is abundant and readily available, but uniformly spherulitic.
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36.6756

36.6766

36.6750

36.6693

Giali II

Giali III
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Giali IV

Giali V

27.1248

27.1339

27.1323

27.1275

36.6691– 27.1242–
36.6713 27.1251

Giali I

Longitude

Latitude

28

152

79

0

12 to 33

Elevation
(m a.s.l.)

Area g

8, top

Area d

NW of Area g

7, bottom

8, bottom
Exposures of spherulitic obsidian on the opposite
(southeastern) side of the drainage in which the
midsection of Giali I is found. Although not visibly
physically contiguous, it may represent the same
flow, bisected by the drainage and roadcut. The
obsidian is similarly spherulitic to Giali I, but perhaps better vitrified.

Poorly vitrified and abundantly spherulitic obsidian exposed in the roadcut high up on the western
slope of Giali’s NE peak.

Upland location overlooking the NW coast of the
island’s NE half, where large (> 50 cm) blocks of
banded rhyolite and some poorly vitrified obsidian
can be found.

N end of Area b

7, top
Perhaps a northern exposure of Giali I, extending
downslope to the waterline and offshore on the
western coast of Giali’s NE lobe. Thick (ca. 5 m)
alternating bands of obsidian and perlite with some
rhyolite; the obsidian is highly spherulitic. Apparently the northern limit of obsidian exposed at sea
level in this part of the island; the exposure continues southward.

Corresponding
location from
Cherry et al.
(n.d.)
Area c

Figure

6
Cliffs of banded obsidian and rhyolite north and
west of the dirt road running N–S along Giali’s
narrow neck; obsidian is abundant and available in
large (to ~40 cm) pieces where it has broken out of
the exposure, but is highly spherulitic and fractures
poorly. The cliffs range up to ~50 m high and continue (with obsidian discontinuously present) over
~200 m.

Description

Source A

SW of Source E

Source F

Corresponding location from Sampson
(1988) / Katsarou
(2002: fig.1a)

5

6

5

5

12

# of
samples
analyzed

Giali sampling loci. Wherever possible MOPE collection points have been related to obsidian source areas described by Cherry et al. (n.d.), Sampson (1988),
and Katsarou et al. (2002: fig.1a); see Figures 2-3.

MOPE Sampling Location

Table 1.
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36.6681

36.6631

36.6693

36.6679

36.6743

36.6642

36.6680

Giali VI

Giali VII

Giali VIII

Giali IX

Giali X
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Giali XI

Giali XII

27.1257

27.1090

27.1302

27.1385

27.1352

27.1105

27.1262

0

74

60

5

57

109

3

Samples collected from the beach on SE shore of
the island’s neck. While the obsidian is worn by
marine processes and only found in small (1-3 cm)
pieces, the raw material is clearly homogenous (i.e.,
lacks spherulites) and quite translucent. This obsidian is clearly not in situ and may have been transported by either geomorphic or human activity.

Occasional small (< 3 cm) rounded nodules of
obsidian in a matrix of pumice visible in a roadcut
on the island’s SW half. They are clearly redeposited by eruptive processes; their original location is
unknown.

Roadside collection on the island’s NE half,
towards the northern shore; angular blocks, and
boulders of black spherulitic obsidian in colluvial
deposits.

Coastal exposures of spherulitic black obsidian
available as exposed bands and detached boulders
amongst the cliffs on the south side of the NE half
of Giali in the one of the modern pumice mines.

Banded outcrop including spherulitic black obsidian on the southern slopes of the island’s NE half
(‘Kamara’).

This location is now appreciated to constitute an
archaeological site, rather than a geological outcrop
(Final Neolithic ceramics were noted at the time),
with the five pieces of obsidian collected and analyzed being a mix of products from NE and SW
sources—i.e. an accidental collection of geological
material and/or artifacts. The data are not included
in Table 1, or plotted on Figures 12-13.

11

10

10
Coastal exposure of bands of spherulitic obsidian
and rhyolite on the eastern side of the island’s neck,
at the juncture of the neck and island’s NE lobe.

likely related to
Area f

May represent
the eastern
extent of Area
A though, their
map does not
show any obsidian so far east

Likely Area e

Western part of
Area a

In the area of
Source C

Source B

12

8

4

9

4

6
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Figure 6.

(top) Exposed flow of banded obsidian and perlite at the water’s edge at sampling location Giali II; (bottom)
obsidian included in colluvium exposed in roadcut at sampling location Giali III.
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Figure 7.
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(top) Sampling location Giali IV, where obsidian is visible in a roadcut on Giali’s northeastern peak; (bottom)
flow of fairly well-vitrified but spherulitic obsidian at sampling location Giali V.

© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016
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Figure 8.

Obsidian exposed in the coastal cliffs at the north end of the beach on the east side of the island’s neck at
sampling location Giali VI.

Figure 9.

(left and right) Coastal exposures of spherulitic black obsidian at sampling location Giali IX.

© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016
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Figure 10. Occasional small (< 3 cm) rounded nodules of obsidian in a matrix of pumice (inset), visible in a roadcut on
the island’s southwestern half at sampling location Giali XI.

previous investigators noted any direct evidence
of exploitation—we suggest that the material is
simply too readily available to have required mining that left scars or pits, and knapped too rarely
to have left any notable quantities of debitage.
As noted by Bassiakos et al (2005), obsidian
can also be found on the southwestern part
of Giali; here we documented small, rounded
nodules (usually ≤ 3 cm) occurring sporadically
within a matrix of pumice (Figure 10). This part
of the island is heavily disturbed by mining.
Geological material was collected from a single
sampling station (Giali XI).
The Elemental Characterization of Giali
Obsidian
The elemental characterization of Giali source
materials involved the analysis of 76 samples
from 11 sampling locations (Giali I-VI, VIII© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

XII). The samples were analyzed non-destructively at the MAX Lab by a Thermo Scientific
ARL Quant'X EDXRF spectrometer; the details
of analytical procedures are provided online (see
Appendix). XRF techniques are well established
within Aegean / Eastern Mediterranean obsidian
characterization studies, capable of discriminating the raw materials of those sources known to
have been used in prehistory (e.g., Carter et al.
2013; Milić 2014). Each analytical run included
the analysis of USGS standard RGM-2 to check
machine calibration and accuracy, and to allow
data normalization; the major and trace elemental concentrations of the geological samples and
standard are reported in Table 2.
Results
A bivariate plot (Figure 11) of the trace elements
strontium (Sr) vs. zirconium (Zr) clearly discriminates Giali obsidian from the other obsidians
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Table 2.

Elemental composition of Giali obsidian as determined by EDXRF at the MAX Lab.

Source

Sample

Ti

Mn

Fe

Zn

Rb

Sr

Y

Zr

Nb

Ba

Pb

Th

Rb/Zr

Mn/
Zr

Giali A

Giali I.001

1062

285

9071

30

132

75

19

106

13

1039

19

7

1.24

2.69

Giali A

Giali I.002

1104

278

9494

37

144

63

15

106

11

1035

23

12

1.36

2.63

Giali A

Giali I.003

1229

328

10185

38

154

72

19

113

12

1080

31

14

1.36

2.90

Giali A

Giali I.004

1093

299

9143

22

134

75

19

105

14

1097

27

11

1.29

2.86

Giali A

Giali I.005

1124

311

9724

30

147

63

17

106

16

1027

26

19

1.39

2.93

Giali A

Giali I.006

1076

294

10004

23

154

67

21

108

18

1157

30

17

1.42

2.71

Giali A

Giali I.007

1065

283

9325

32

138

73

20

110

13

1072

24

15

1.25

2.57

Giali A

Giali I.008

983

276

9001

26

134

63

20

100

16

1031

23

11

1.33

2.75

Giali A

Giali I.009

1118

280

9161

37

140

68

16

107

13

1122

20

13

1.31

2.61

Giali A

Giali I.010

1146

278

9647

27

145

68

17

109

16

1084

25

16

1.33

2.55

Giali A

Giali I.011

1011

272

9246

25

137

65

21

109

19

1101

24

12

1.26

2.50

Giali A

Giali I.012

1028

274

8804

32

135

63

17

107

15

1253

25

18

1.26

2.56

Giali A

Giali II.001

1092

291

9513

27

141

71

19

110

14

1134

26

14

1.29

2.65

Giali A

Giali II.002

1054

286

9755

30

150

71

17

107

13

1055

26

15

1.39

2.66

Giali A

Giali II.003

997

280

9018

36

141

68

19

105

16

1063

22

20

1.34

2.67

Giali A

Giali II.004

1089

292

9168

37

141

64

16

108

10

1016

25

16

1.30

2.70

Giali A

Giali II.005

1195

320

10003

42

156

70

17

110

19

1037

26

17

1.42

2.91

Giali A

Giali III.001

1113

313

8755

31

150

66

19

112

24

1214

23

24

1.33

2.79

Giali A

Giali III.002

994

287

7588

26

140

68

18

108

20

1249

22

18

1.30

2.67

Giali A

Giali III.003

1055

275

7771

25

138

75

18

110

21

1356

21

17

1.25

2.49

Giali A

Giali III.004

1157

323

9381

28

153

69

20

119

21

1161

23

24

1.28

2.71

Giali A

Giali III.005

1141

303

9046

30

148

72

16

111

17

1072

22

22

1.33

2.72

Giali A

Giali IV.001

1216

289

9805

38

146

75

18

118

14

1388

29

21

1.24

2.45

Giali A

Giali IV.002

986

253

9188

28

130

66

16

103

23

1108

19

19

1.27

2.47

Giali A

Giali IV.003

1106

312

9738

32

140

76

18

105

14

1257

24

22

1.34

2.98

Giali A

Giali IV.004

1026

278

9107

37

139

69

18

103

11

1352

19

13

1.34

2.69

Giali A

Giali IV.005

1053

264

9374

29

145

68

20

107

18

1151

22

21

1.36

2.48

Giali A

Giali IV.006

1066

283

9646

32

137

65

15

102

11

1325

25

21

1.34

2.77

Giali A

Giali V.001

1005

306

9559

36

138

71

20

99

19

1124

29

10

1.39

3.09

Giali A

Giali V.002

1057

287

9159

30

136

72

16

101

11

1425

24

20

1.35

2.84

Giali A

Giali V.003

1289

310

10626

30

149

80

18

119

15

1338

28

19

1.25

2.62

Giali A

Giali V.004

1076

278

9031

37

141

63

17

102

12

1401

20

14

1.37

2.72

Giali A

Giali V.005

1038

260

8833

21

131

67

20

101

17

1113

24

10

1.30

2.59

Giali A

Giali VI.001

1081

272

8708

38

127

67

19

99

12

1288

23

8

1.28

2.74

Giali A

Giali VI.002

949

248

8675

32

133

67

15

99

13

1337

21

16

1.34

2.50

Giali A

Giali VI.003

1024

273

8869

37

132

64

16

99

13

1290

22

20

1.34

2.76

Giali A

Giali VI.004

1086

317

9762

29

151

62

20

111

16

1115

25

16

1.36

2.85

Giali A

Giali VI.005

995

275

9080

42

127

58

21

101

11

1037

26

13

1.26

2.71

Giali A

Giali VI.006

1028

261

9489

27

143

73

17

112

25

1191

20

25

1.28

2.34

Giali A

Giali VIII.001 1121

304

8425

31

145

73

18

110

22

1229

22

18

1.31

2.75

Giali A

Giali VIII.002 1122

309

8112

29

142

71

19

111

22

1270

21

19

1.28

2.78
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Source

Sample

Giali A
Giali A

Ti

17

Mn

Fe

Zn

Rb

Sr

Y

Zr

Nb

Ba

Pb

Th

Rb/Zr

Mn/
Zr

Giali VIII.003 1181

319

9165

30

148

79

20

116

23

1324

22

21

1.28

2.75

Giali VIII.004 1131

301

8303

29

148

71

17

111

20

1251

22

18

1.33

2.71

Giali A

Giali IX.001

1127

289

8782

30

167

69

19

116

17

1194

25

20

1.44

2.50

Giali A

Giali IX.002

1043

257

7790

28

141

79

18

114

18

1263

24

24

1.24

2.26

Giali A

Giali IX.003

1156

312

8820

41

148

73

18

113

21

1127

22

19

1.31

2.77

Giali A

Giali IX.004

1098

288

7977

29

141

67

19

115

21

1308

21

16

1.23

2.51

Giali A

Giali IX.005

1088

318

9188

31

145

73

18

112

21

1030

22

23

1.29

2.84

Giali A

Giali IX.006

1124

307

8653

32

145

72

20

116

20

1236

22

20

1.25

2.65

Giali A

Giali IX.007

1094

289

7954

25

145

62

17

111

16

1394

23

25

1.31

2.61

Giali A

Giali IX.008

1073

282

8749

26

147

78

19

115

15

1106

23

27

1.28

2.46

Giali A

Giali IX.009

1159

317

8978

29

157

68

17

116

16

1195

26

29

1.35

2.72

Giali A

Giali X.001

1148

259

8477

34

147

74

17

112

17

1276

24

19

1.31

2.31

Giali A

Giali X.002

1094

267

8286

27

147

68

19

111

19

1292

24

24

1.33

2.41

Giali A

Giali X.003

1082

271

8290

27

142

70

19

114

16

1248

25

21

1.25

2.38

Giali A

Giali X.004

1081

252

8062

29

142

71

18

114

16

1250

24

21

1.25

2.21

Giali B

Giali XI.001

1049

271

8699

31

135

67

18

118

18

1250

23

18

1.14

2.30

Giali B

Giali XI.002

1039

274

8360

29

135

67

20

113

18

1338

23

21

1.19

2.42

Giali B

Giali XI.003

1116

291

9071

33

137

70

19

114

18

1308

23

21

1.20

2.55

Giali B

Giali XI.004

1091

274

8781

33

131

67

18

112

16

1254

23

21

1.17

2.46

Giali B

Giali XI.005

1068

286

9033

32

135

68

20

113

17

1290

24

19

1.20

2.53

Giali B

Giali XI.006

1057

289

8601

32

132

66

19

113

18

1263

23

19

1.17

2.56

Giali B

Giali XI.007

1114

289

9062

30

137

68

18

113

17

1287

24

20

1.21

2.55

Giali B

Giali XI.008

1044

287

8761

29

134

70

19

115

18

1342

22

19

1.16

2.50

Giali B

Giali XII.001

1066

300

8716

34

133

67

18

110

20

1231

23

17

1.21

2.73

Giali B

Giali XII.002

1099

292

8371

48

129

65

19

107

21

1266

21

16

1.20

2.73

Giali B

Giali XII.003

1126

306

8686

45

131

64

18

111

19

1310

22

16

1.18

2.75

Giali B

Giali XII.004

1074

288

8424

38

128

64

19

110

21

1289

22

13

1.17

2.62

Giali B

Giali XII.005

1048

299

8593

33

129

64

18

108

20

1309

23

15

1.19

2.76

Giali B

Giali XII.006

1088

285

8151

43

127

63

18

107

19

1308

22

20

1.18

2.66

Giali B

Giali XII.007

1119

312

9304

42

139

67

18

114

22

1306

23

19

1.22

2.74

Giali B

Giali XII.008

1073

303

8756

46

131

67

19

109

19

1197

23

15

1.20

2.78

Giali B

Giali XII.009

1220

307

9297

51

130

65

18

111

20

1251

23

16

1.18

2.78

Giali B

Giali XII.010

1056

278

8045

50

124

62

17

107

20

1267

22

13

1.16

2.60

Giali B

Giali XII.011

1144

295

8785

65

128

63

18

108

19

1227

21

17

1.19

2.73

Giali B

Giali XII.012

1083

301

8381

43

130

65

18

112

20

1313

22

19

1.16

2.68

RGM-2 Average (n=11) 1480

308

13493

38

147

105

24

225

9

865

23

12

0.65

1.37

2.3

RGM-2 St. Dev

108.4

23.3

595.2

3.7

RGM-2 % St. Dev

7.32

7.59

4.41

9.61 1.58
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2.8

1.9

9.1

1.5

154.5

2.1

3.1

0.02

0.07

2.63

7.82

4.03

16.47

17.87

9.05

25.46

2.77

4.95
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Figure 11. Bivariate Sr vs. Zr contents plot for obsidian from Aegean, Carpathian, central Anatolian, and Lipari sources
(ppm = parts per million).

Figure 12. Bivariate plot of ratios of concentrations in ppm of Rb/Zr vs. Mn/Rb with 95% confidence ellipses of the two
Giali groups.
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016
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used by prehistoric Aegean populations (Carter
and Kilikoglou 2007; Bellot-Gurlet et al. 2008;
Milić 2014). In turn, by plotting elemental
ratios, specifically manganese (Mn)/Zr vs. rubidium (Rb)/Zr, (Figure 12), it was possible to distinguish two source groups that we name ‘Giali
A’ (Giali I-VI, VIII-X) and ‘Giali B’ (Giali XI,
XII); a result verified by a discriminant function
analysis (see Appendix for details of online supplementary data).
The chemical signature for Giali A obsidian
relates to the well-known lustrous black and
spherulitic raw materials from the island’s northeast (Figures 4 [top], 5-9, 13 [top]). The Giali B

19

source is comprised of the obsidian (n=8) collected from the southwest part of the island (Giali
XI), and the beach location (Giali XII) on the
southern shore of the island’s neck (Figures 2-3).
This material can be visually distinguished from
Giali A obsidian on the basis of its homogeneity;
it lacks the white spherulites and is black, glassy,
and relatively translucent (Figure 13 [bottom]).
The distinct chemical and magnetic properties of
the obsidian from the southern beach were previously noted by Cherry et al. (n.d. [‘Area h’]), and
McDougall et al. (1983: 447, fig. 3), while the
southwestern source material was first referenced
by Bassiakos et al. (2005).

Figure 13. (left) Flakes and natural nodules of Giali A obsidian; (right) Giali B obsidian. Upper image: incident light;
lower image: transmitted light.
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016
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The Exploitation of Giali A Obsidian Through
Time
A diachronic review of Giali obsidian’s use by
prehistoric populations provides the context
within which the material’s exploitation can be
understood. At present the sole known use of
Giali B obsidian comes from the FN village on
Giali itself (Bassiakos et al 2005). As such, this
section is dedicated to discussing the circulation
and consumption of Giali A obsidian including
material recognized visually and/or archaeometrically. While we detail general trends in
how and where the raw material(s) were being
used through time, this is not intended to be an
exhaustive account of sites where Giali A obsidian has been found.
Mesolithic (Ninth to Eighth Millennium Cal bc)
While recent discoveries have suggested that
the Aegean basin might have been occupied at
least intermittently from the Lower Palaeolithic
(Runnels 2014), the earliest that the major
deposits of obsidian (Giali A) could have been
exploited (given its formation date range of
24–30 ka) is the Upper Palaeolithic of the later
Pleistocene (Bigazzi and Radi 1981). At present
there is no evidence for its use prior to the Early
Holocene. This Giali A material—sourced on
the basis of its distinctive visual appearance—
was found at the Mesolithic site of Kerame 1 on
the island of Ikaria, 130 km north of the source
(Figure 14.A), a settlement that should date to
the ninth to eighth millennium Cal bc based
on the comparability of its lithics to well-dated
material elsewhere in the Aegean (Sampson et
al. 2012). At Kerame 1 obsidian from Giali and
Melos was used to make flake tools from multidirectional cores, the occasional blade, and tools
including denticulates and scrapers (Sampson et
al. 2012: 19-33, fig. 13). It is important to note
that despite its comparatively poorer knapping
quality, Giali A obsidian, which comprised 15%
of the assemblage, was worked in the same manner as local cherts and Melian obsidian.
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

Neolithic (Seventh to Fourth Millennium Cal bc)
There is only one reference to Giali A obsidian
from the Early Neolithic (EN), namely two
‘flakes’ from Knossos on Crete, where it comprises a mere 0.3% of the Knossian EN I chipped
stone assemblage (J. Conolly, pers. comm.). The
material was sourced chemically (Evans 1994: 5,
n. 10), and dates ca. 6500/6400–5900 bc (Tomkins 2008: 30-33, table 3.1). Given how few sites
of this date are known from the southern Aegean,
Giali obsidian’s apparent EN rarity should be
treated with caution.
The Late Neolithic (LN) and FN periods of the
fifth to fourth millennium bc witnessed a major
expansion in the exploitation of Giali A obsidian by Dodecanesian populations in particular
(Figure 14.B). The material has been visually
recognized at a number of LN–FN sites on Kos
and Rhodes (Aspri Petra and Kalythies caves),
Alimnia, Leros, Kalimnos, Karpathos, and Tilos
(Sampson 1984; 1987; Georgiadis 2008; 2011).
Quantified data are limited, although Giali A
obsidian is said to comprise 91% of the chipped
stone from a series of LN–FN survey sites on
neighboring Kos (Melian obsidian constituted
3% [Georgiadis 2011: 95-101]).
Outside the Dodecanese, the amount of Giali
A obsidian circulating decreases sharply, with only
handfuls reported from the LN–FN Cyclades,
Crete, and western Anatolia (Figure 14.B), where
populations usually relied on Melian obsidian for
tool manufacture (Carter 2009). The difference in
community procurement traditions is particularly
noticeable as one moves from Karpathos, 85 km
from the source in the southern Dodecanese—
where Giali A obsidian is recurrently attested at
LN–FN sites (Nowicki 2014: 298)—to neighboring Crete, some 75 km further away, where
the material is rare if not completely absent from
fifth- to fourth-millennium settlements. From
Crete’s eastern coast, closest to Giali, only a single
surface find has been documented from FN Itanos
(Nowicki 2014: 299), and none has been recovered from the nearby Pelikata Cave (T. Carter,
personal observation). Further west, there are no

Figure 14. Mesolithic to Late Bronze Age sites at which artifacts of Giali A obsidian have been reported: A. Mesolithic to Early Neolithic (ninth to eighth millennium
Cal bc, and seventh to sixth millennium Cal bc, respectively); B. LN through FN (fifth to fourth millennium Cal bc); C. Early Bronze Age (third millennium Cal bc); D. Middle through Late Bronze Age (second millennium Cal bc).
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reports of Giali A obsidian from well-connected
FN Kephala-Petras (D’Annibale 2008), while
even at Knossos there is only a single ‘flake’
reported from an LN II deposit (Evans 1994: 5,
n. 10 [originally referred to as EN II—Tomkins
2008]). In the Cyclades the material is even
rarer, absent from LN–FN Ftelia on Mykonos
(Galanidou 2002: 159) and FN Kephala on Kea
(Coleman 1977). Only at the LN (fifth millennium) village of Saliagos near Antiparos were four
‘waste flakes’ of Giali A obsidian documented
(one chemically); these items comprise a minute
proportion of the assemblage (0.02%), while the
other 24,000 pieces are Melian obsidian (Cann
et al. 1968). In the opposite direction Giali A
obsidian seems to be as rare in western Anatolia
as it is in the Cyclades and Crete (N. Kolankaya
Bostancı, pers. comm.), only apparent thus far
in very small quantities (≤ 1%) from the fifth- to
fourth-millennium bc settlements of Tepecik
Höyük (T. Carter, personal observation) and
Ulucak (M. Milić pers. comm.).
During the LN–FN, Giali A obsidian seems
to have been used by all of these communities
to make rudimentary percussion-knapped flake
tools, together with lesser quantities of blades.
Formal retouched tools are rarely reported
(though modification can be difficult to see),
but scrapers, sickles, and an arrowhead are
mentioned from survey sites on Kos (Georgiadis
2011: 97-98, 145-49, fig. 18, pl. 14).
On Giali itself, there is evidence for the island
finally being colonized in the FN (fourth millennium Cal bc), with the establishment of a
small agro-pastoral community and a cemetery
of 70 graves (Sampson 1988). Archaeometric
analyses have shown that this population was
exploiting both of the island’s obsidian sources
for tool-making; this is currently the only proven
use of Giali B obsidian in prehistory (Bassiakos
et al. 2005). The local potters also used obsidian
(whether Giali A or B is unclear) as a temper in
making both open and closed vases (Katsarou
et al. 2002); it remains uncertain as to whether
this fabric provided a specific functional ben© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

efit, such as conductivity, temperature resistance, or wall strength. Obsidian-tempered wares
are known elsewhere in the southern Aegean
Bronze Age (third to second millennium bc),
but likely employed Melian obsidian (Vaughan
1990).
Early Bronze Age (Third Millennium Cal bc)
The Early Bronze Age (EBA) of the third millennium bc saw a significant reduction in the
use and circulation of Giali A obsidian (Figure
14.C). With no evidence for EBA occupation on
Giali, the raw material was presumably procured
by expeditions from elsewhere, such as neighboring Kos, where Giali A obsidian has been
documented from a number of survey sites, albeit
within assemblages dominated by Melian obsidian (Georgiadis 2011: 95-101, 145-48). In western Anatolia a few pieces of Giali A obsidian are
reported from EB I–II burials at Iasos (Pecorella
1984: 98), and Tepecik Höyük (T. Carter, personal observation). In the Cyclades there are only
a handful of pieces from Keros, from the late EB
II settlement of Dhaskalio, and the EB II ‘Special
Deposit South’ on nearby Kavos, part of a ritually accumulated mass of fine/non-local goods
(Carter and Milić 2013: 534-41, fig. 28.3). The
Keros material was all in the form of unmodified
flakes and/or chunks; if they represent manufacturing debris it is unclear what the end-products
were. While the difference in distance from Keros
to the obsidian sources on Melos and Giali is
not particularly large (ca. 100 km and 137 km
respectively), the latter raw material only comprises a tiny proportion of the Dhaskalio and
Kavos obsidian assemblages (0.1%).
Giali A obsidian is currently unknown from
EBA Crete, while a single piece from Antichori
in Laconia represents the only example from the
mainland (Georgiadis 2008: 110).
Middle to Late Bronze Age (Second Millennium
Cal bc)
The MBA and Late Bronze Age (LBA) of the
second millennium bc witnessed a major shift
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in the consumption and circulation of Giali A
obsidian, with the raw material employed to
manufacture prestige goods at the palatial centers
of Knossos and Malia, the first use of this raw
material by Cretans since the Neolithic (Figure
14.D). At Knossos two small nodules (both
< 2 sq cm) came from the ‘Vat Room Deposit’, a
mix of cultic equipment and materials for making elite items dated to the early MBA (Middle
Minoan [MM] IB), of the twentieth century Cal
bc (Panagiotaki 1998: 180, pl. 36a; 1999: 27,
41-42, 62). Slightly later in date (MM IIB) are
three pieces of Giali A obsidian (one sourced)
from a metalsmith/lapidary’s workshop just north
of a ceremonial center in the Malia palace (Warren 1969: 136, P 627; Bellot-Gurlet et al. 2008:
422-24). The atelier produced a series of roughouts for vessel manufacture, including two blocks
of steatite, one of pink quartzite, and three from
Giali A, the largest a cut block of 18 × 11.7 cm,
together with part-finished vases of steatite and
marble (Chapouthier and Demargne 1942: 24,
54-55, pl. LII, 2b; Pelon 1982: 182). Due west
of the palace in the Quartier Mu complex, Giali
A obsidian was used to make stamp-seals at the
MM II Atelier de Sceaux, as evidenced by two
unfinished examples (Platon et al. 1977: nos. 129
and 130), and two waste flakes. One of the latter
pieces and another flake from an MM IB sondage
were chemically sourced to Giali A (Carter and
Kilikoglou 2007: 124-26, fig. 5).
While the cut block from Malia suggests that
Giali A obsidian was being imported to make
vases as well as sealstones, there are no securely
dated vessels from this period. There is however
indirect evidence for Giali A obsidian’s use for
vase production at this time in the form of the
‘white-flecked style’ pottery, vessels whose black
slip and white painted flecks (e.g., Macdonald
and Knappett 2007: 68, fig. 3.6, 207) is skeuomorphic, clearly imitating vessels made of Giali A
obsidian. This ceramic tradition began relatively
early in the First Palace Period, attested in MM
IB at Knossos (C. Macdonald, pers. comm.), a
likely center of these pots’ production.
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016
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During the ‘Second Palace’ or ‘Neopalatial’
period (ca. eighteenth to fifteenth century Cal
bc, Middle Minoan [MM] IIIA to Late Minoan
[LM] IB), there is direct evidence for Giali A
obsidian being used to make both vessels and
sealstones on Crete. There are chalices from the
palaces of Zakros (Figures 14.D and 15.A) and
Knossos, rhyta in the form of a dolium and
triton shell from the large urban (or palatial)
complexes at Aghia Triada and Palaikastro, bowls
from Knossos and the villa of Myrtos Pyrgos,
plus an offering table from the peak sanctuary at Juktas, the mountain-based ritual center
connected to Knossos (Warren 1969: 135-36;
Hankey 1980: 211, pl. 79, b; Betancourt 1997).
There is also an unworked block (vase preform?)
of Giali A obsidian from the villa at Tylissos,
plus two large (> 1 cubic m) boulders, one
from Poros-Katsambas (on display in Herakleion
Museum), the other found a few meters offshore
from Pacheia Ammos in East Crete—i.e., less
than 1 km from the palace at Gournia (T.M.
Brogan, pers. comm.).
A Neopalatial building at Mochlos produced
a small nodule (Figure 4 [top]) from a room
where seals were being made (T. Carter, personal observation), a site that also produced a
lentoid sealstone of Giali A obsidian (a surface
find, possibly of Protopalatial date [Hughes and
Warren 1963]). Of broadly contemporary date
is a lentoid seal of Giali A obsidian with figurative decoration (warrior/lion) from the royal
Mycenaean tholos tomb at Vaphio in Laconia
(Xenaki-Sakellariou 1964: cat. no. 228). The
only other sites where Giali A obsidian is documented at this time are island-based communities known to have strong connections with
‘Minoan’ Crete (Figure 14.D), including Ialysos
on Rhodes (Marketou 2009), Seraglio on Kos
(T. Marketou pers. comm.), and the Cycladic
sites of Ayia Irini on Kea, Akrotiri on Thera,
and Grotta on Naxos (Davis et al. 1983: 36566, pl. 70f; Moundrea-Agrafioti 1990: 391-92).
LBA activity on Giali itself is evidenced directly
by an LB I ceramic assemblage excavated from
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Figure 15. Middle Bronze Age (early second millennium Cal bc) Eastern Mediterranean sites at which obsidian vessels
are found and/or produced; (inset) Late Minoan IB chalice of Giali A obsidian from the palace at Zakros
(HM 2725), height 28.6 cm, diameter 13.25 cm. Image reproduced courtesy of the Heraklion Archaeological
Museum.

the western side of the island’s neck; the excavated vessels attest to links with Seraglio on Kos
(Sampson and Liritzis 1998: 104, fig. 14).
The Neopalatial period represents both the
apogee and final period of Giali A obsidian’s
use on Crete, with no artifacts of this material
securely dated to the subsequent ‘Final Palace’
phase, though Evans (1901–1902: 123) does
mention fragmentary sealstone from ‘the latest’
period of the palace at Knossos.
Discussion: The Significance of Giali Obsidian Consumption Through Time
This survey of the obsidian sources on Giali,
the elemental characterization of its products,
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

and overview of the raw material’s consumption
through time and space, serve to summarize the
current state of knowledge about Giali obsidian.
Our work confirms that the well-known deposits of the black, lustrous, and highly spherulitic
obsidian on the northeastern half of the island
constitute the primary deposits of archaeological significance; we refer to this source as ‘Giali
A’. Here, the obsidian is available in the form
of easily accessible large boulders and exposed
flows. This material derives from an eruptive
event of late Pleistocene date, ca. 24–30 ka,
whereby this obsidian could only ever have
been used from the later Palaeolithic onwards.
Current evidence suggests that it was exploited
by various Aegean populations from the Lower
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Mesolithic to LB I—i.e., the first half of the
ninth to the later second millennium Cal bc.
To date only Giali A obsidian is known—in part
through characterization studies, but mainly on
the basis of visual identification—to have been
used by off-island populations. On the southwestern half of the island, we follow Bassiakos
et al. (2005) in documenting another source—
‘Giali B’—that is quite distinct geologically and
chemically. This obsidian, a product of an earlier
Pleistocene volcanic eruption, is black, lustrous,
relatively translucent, largely inclusion-free,
and has a far superior knapping quality. It is,
however, only present in small nodules (mainly
≤ 3 cm), which would have significantly limited its utility for tool-making. That said, given
the microlithic character of Aegean Mesolithic assemblages (Kaczanowksa and Kozlowski
2014), it is not inconceivable that some of the
obsidian artifacts from Kerame 1 on Ikaria were
made of Giali B obsidian, particularly as Giali
A products were well-represented there. This
hypothesis could be tested through an elemental
characterization study.
During the early Mesolithic to EBA periods
(ninth to third millennium Cal bc), Giali A
obsidian was exploited primarily by Dodecanesian communities, most of whom lived
within a 60-km radius of the source, with only
tiny quantities being accessed by Cycladic,
Cretan, and western Anatolian populations
(Figure 14.A-C). Throughout this region in
the Mesolithic (if the Kerame 1 assemblage is
representative), the obsidian was worked in the
same manner as any other lithic resource—i.e.,
it was used to produce flake-based implements.
By the later Neolithic different knapping traditions had emerged, for while Giali A raw material continued to be used to make flakes, Melian
obsidian and chert were mainly employed for
blade manufacture using skilled percussion and
pressure techniques (Cherry and Torrence 1984;
Carter 2009: 203). These distinctions are apparently due to Giali A obsidian’s obvious knapping
limitations: the abundance of spherulites makes
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016
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it nearly impossible to control the removal of an
elongated blank (blade) or hold a sharp cutting
edge, as evidenced by the local FN population
importing Melian obsidian for blade production
while only working the local raw material in a
much more ad hoc fashion (Sampson and Liritzis 1998: 104, fig. 13). While these materials
had been used similarly during the Mesolithic,
this differential use in the FN suggests that by
this point the way these obsidians were conceptualized had begun to diverge. By the EBA,
Giali A obsidian seems to have diminished in
importance, and is attested at fewer sites than
in the preceding two millennia (Figure 14.C).
With so little of this material published, it is
difficult to ascertain just what it was being used
for at this time, although one suspects that in
the Dodecanese, at least, it continued to serve as
a supplementary raw material for opportunistic,
minimally skilled tool-making.
While the casual use of readily available material and the long-distance transport of rare lithic
materials are common characteristics of exploitation of lithic materials globally, the long-term
consumption of Giali A obsidian does not
conform well to any expected pattern. Given
its poor quality as a tool-making material, why
was any of it transported to Crete, the Cyclades,
and western Anatolia during the Neolithic and
EBA?
The distribution and consumption patterns
of Giali A obsidian during these periods suggest that its transport was a consequence of
long-distance trade, rather than a driver of it.
The presence of Giali A obsidian at sites such as
EN Knossos and LN Saliagos might be viewed
as reflecting the maritime colonization routes
taken by the migrant farmers from Anatolia
who settled Crete and the Cyclades islands in
the seventh and fifth millennium Cal bc respectively, rather than evidence of significant socioeconomic ties with Dodecanesian populations
(Evans 1994: 5; Broodbank 2000: 133-39; King
et al. 2008). Similarly, population movement
into the Dodecanese from the fifth millennium
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Cal bc likely explains the significant expansion
in the number of communities using Giali A
obsidian in the LN/FN (Figure 14.B), including
the establishment of the first prehistoric settlement on Giali itself (Sampson 1988).
Similarly, the handfuls of Giali A obsidian
in the LN–EBA Cyclades and Crete might
be viewed as the by-product of contemporary
maritime routes. For example, the few pieces
of Giali A obsidian at the well-connected EBA
site of Dhaskalio-Kavos on Keros (Broodbank
2000: 223-46) may have been collected by
Cycladic voyagers as they paddled via the Dodecanese on the counter-clockwise return from
Crete to the Cyclades (Figure 14.C), re-entering
the archipelago through Amorgos (Agourides
1997: 11, fig. 5; Sherratt 2000: 18; for the later
Neolithic see Papadatos and Tomkins 2013).
Giali A obsidian on Keros might ultimately
be viewed as emblematic of trade partnerships
with inhabitants of the Dodecanese, relations
that ultimately facilitated access to the emerging
‘Anatolian Trade Network’, a supra-regional web
of socio-economic relations that linked western
Anatolian factions with Mesopotamia (Şahoğlu
2005). Connections with this exchange system
would have allowed the dominant characters
of Cycladic society to gain access to a range of
new practices and media through which social
distinction could be maintained and expressed,
not least tin, wheel-made pottery, and weapon
types, inter alia (Broodbank 2000: 283-87;
Sherratt 2000: 128).
Such arguments do reduce Giali A obsidian to
something of an epiphenomenon, a mere reflection of socio-economic interaction, rather than
useful and/or desirable media in its own right,
but are consistent with the scale and character of
the material’s consumption. Ultimately, detailed
contextual and functional analyses are needed
to further resolve the issue of Giali A obsidian’s
importance as an exotic material during the
Neolithic and EBA.
In contrast, by the earlier part of the second
millennium Cal bc the evidence suggests that
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

Giali A obsidian was valued as symbolically
laden exotica, worked by skilled palace-based
lapidaries to make sealstones (insignia of highranking individuals) and vessels for elite and/or
cultic use. At this point the raw material’s procurement at a distance was apparently driven
by a newly developed desire for this distinctive
raw material in its own right, though its transport may still have accompanied metals being
traded from central Anatolia via the Maeander
River (Carter and Kilikoglou 2007: 134). Giali
A obsidian’s reconceptualization as a valued
good can thus be viewed as part of the processes
involved in the emergence of a state-level society
on Crete at the start of the second millennium
Cal bc. These political developments were
partly achieved through intensified contacts
with the major polities of Egypt, Anatolia, the
Levant, and Mesopotamia beyond (Watrous
1987; 1998; Manning 1994: 244-46), a process
that led certain Cretan factions to adopt foreign
elite traditions, belief systems, and value regimes
as novel modes of constituting social distinction
on Crete. Stone vase and sealstone production
are just two examples of such transformations
in practice. These crafts had a long heritage on
Crete, attested from the first half of the third
millennium bc, although initially the tradition
primarily involved local and easy-to-work raw
materials such as steatite (Warren 1969: 18285). The vessels served a range of functions
that were clearly linked to modes of creating
and expressing social distinction (Bevan 2007:
85-93), through feasting (serving and drinking
vessels), body adornment (unguent containers),
and funerary rites (as rich grave goods), while
seals were employed to mark social identities, as
protective devices, and for resource administration (Krzyszkowska 2005: 21-23). The supraregional relations developed in the early MBA
facilitated the introduction by Cretan elites of a
range of new elements to these practices, involving the adoption of new forms and the working
of a wider range of raw materials (Krzyszkowska
2005: 81-82; Bevan 2007: 115-19). Some
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of these materials were foreign to Crete and
significantly harder to work, and their appeal
conceivably stemmed from the value associated
with the skilled crafting necessary to work them
and their distant origin (Helms 1993). By the
Neopalatial period these exotic media included
Anatolian (?) quartz crystal, Egyptian travertine,
rosso antico and lapis lacedaemonius from the
Greek mainland, and obsidian (Bevan 2007:
119-23), the latter almost exclusively the whitespotted Giali A (Warren 1969: 135-36).
The production of vases and other prestige
items from Giali A obsidian by early MBA craftworkers in the Cretan palaces was a clear appropriation of contemporary Anatolian, Levantine,
and Egyptian kingly/Pharaonic manufacturing
traditions (Bevan 2007: 100-33). Obsidian
drinking vessels, cosmetic containers, and boxes
are viewed as ‘standardized royal products’
of Middle Kingdom Egypt (Figure 15); their
findspots include the tombs of princesses at
Lahun and Dahshur (Bevan 2007: 100-101,
fig. 6.1). With some of these vessels circulating supra-regionally through elite gift exchange
(as with an obsidian/gold jar and chest from
Byblos inscribed by pharaohs Amenemhat III
and IV [Kitchen 1967; Bevan 2007: 102-103,
fig. 6.2]), and the Cretan elites’ long-established
taste for Egyptian or Egyptian-style stone-vases,
we have a clear context for Cretan lapidaries
becoming cognizant of obsidian’s use for vessel
manufacture (or the import of specialists from
elsewhere), and their subsequent turn to the
‘local’ source of Giali to emulate this fashion.
Alternatively, and/or simultaneously, one
could suggest that influences from central
Anatolian palaces led to these developments
on Crete. Obsidian vessels, one broken and
mended with gold-wire, are documented from
the twentieth- to nineteenth-century bc sites of
Acemhöyük and Kültepe in Cappadocia (Figure
15), both centers of local royalty and so-called
‘Assyrian trade colonies’ (Özten 1988: pls. 3, 5,
14, 20a, 21b; Bevan 2007: 113-15, fig. 6.12).
This is another world with which the Knossian
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016
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and Maliote elites are known to have engaged,
as attested by small quantities of Cappadocian
raw materials, as well as imports and copies of
Anatolian material culture and royal iconography (Carter and Kilikoglou 2007). An obsidian
vessel workshop of this period is also known
from Alalakh (Tel Atchana) in the northern
Levant, where the products’ forms drew on both
Levantine and Egyptian traditions (Bevan 2007:
112-13; Sparks 2007: 179).
The appeal of obsidian in particular—previously a raw material associated with more mundane tool-making traditions—to Cretan elites
may have been due to their adoption of Egyptian and Mesopotamian ideologies that associated obsidian and other reflective, iridescent,
or brilliant media with divinity, leadership, and
magico-religious protection (cf. Aufrère 2001:
160; Frahm 2010: 92-94; more generally, see
Helms 1993: 150-52; Saunders 2001). Thus the
symbolic power of the raw material was now
appreciated, and drawn upon through new manufacturing traditions whose aims partly involved
maximizing the obsidian’s reflective surface (seals
and vessels), rather than exploiting its fracture
habit and cutting edge. From the later Bronze
Age Eastern Mediterranean specifically, there are
textual references to the medico-magical properties and cosmological significance of obsidian.
For instance, in Pharaonic Egypt obsidian was
associated with a group of stars, the sixteenth
decan of the cycle of Sirius-Sothis; it was also
the black of the eyes of Ra and Atoum (Decourt
1998: 355-56). In the Near East there are descriptions of necklaces that offered the wearer protection, mirrors for divination, and blades for ritual
bloodletting (Coqueugniot 1998; Frahm 2010:
90-95). The link between brilliance and power/
divinity is particularly pertinent when considering the Vat Room Deposit assemblage from
Protopalatial Knossos, where Giali A, Melian,
and central Anatolian obsidians were found
amidst an array of lustrous materials including
rock crystal, gold, faience, and copper, a mix of
cultic equipment and raw materials for making
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prestige goods (Panagiotaki 1998: 180, pl. 36a;
1999: 27, 62). Located in the palace’s ‘central
palace sanctuary’, such dual-purpose ritual/crafting spaces are known from broadly contemporary
palatial complexes in Crete, Anatolia, Egypt, and
Mesopotamia (Panagiotaki 1999: 41-42).
The white-spotted nature of Giali A obsidian
may have further contributed to the material’s
significance through its invocation, or embodiment, of constellations (i.e., ‘spherulites-asstars’). More specifically, it may have served
as a ‘local’ version of the Egyptian high-status
anorthosite gneiss, albeit in reverse form—black
spots / white body—a color dualism that in
Egyptian and Mesopotamian contexts would
have provided such vessels with multi-layered
cosmological associations, their use evoking
such concepts as light and dark or good and evil
(Bevan 2003: 68). Gneiss vases were being imitated in Crete from the end of the EBA using
local travertine and dolomitic limestone (Bevan
2007: 96-97), while subsequently in Neopalatial Knossos we find identical vessel types—
carinated bowls—made of Egyptian anorthosite
gneiss and Giali A obsidian (Figure 4 [bottom];
see also Bevan 2003: 63, fig. 4.4c-d). Evans
(1901–1902: 123, fig. 74) viewed the carinated
bowl of Giali A obsidian as evidence for connections between Crete and Fourth Dynasty Egypt,
which would make the piece a 1000+ year old
heirloom if an MM III find (Warren 1969: 75,
P. 409; Bevan 2003: 63). It also represents a
striking embodiment of foreign practices and
value regimes being adopted by Cretan elites,
and was arguably intended for use in a ceremonial pairing with the gneiss bowl.
Neopalatial Crete provides us with an array
of Giali A obsidian vessels for drinking and
libations, whose contexts of production and
recovery, technical accomplishment, and stylistic elaboration clearly attest to their prestige
status, likely handled by royalty and highranking religious officials alike (Figure 15.A).
It is noteworthy that 70% of all known Giali A
vessels come from Knossos, arguably the mytho© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

logical, if not political, center of Bronze Age
Crete (Soles 1995), supra-regionally connected,
and by extent the primary consumer of exotic
goods and foreign practices (Bevan 2003).
Skeuomorphism was a common element within
the manufacturing traditions of these prestige
goods, as with the shell rhyta from Aghia Triada
and Palaikastro. In a related vein, this period
(MM III) also witnessed the development of the
‘white-spotted ware’ ceramic tradition (Evans
1921: 417; MacGillivray 1998: 65), an even
clearer emulation of Giali A obsidian than
its ‘white-flecked’ Protopalatial antecedent; the
angular form of some pots also suggests that
they were also imitating metal vases (Figure 16).
Here too the focus on cups, jugs, and an occasional rhyton, links the ‘white-spotted’ tradition
to high-status drinking and/or libation rites
(MacGillivray 1998: 64-65, pl. 17-18; Caloi
2013: 244, pl. XL, 840).
While Giali A obsidian is now attested (mainly
visually) at a number of MBA/LBA Cretan sites
(Figure 14.D), this is a socio-economically
exclusive group of sites, including palaces and/or
major urban complexes (Knossos, Malia, Aghia
Triada, Palaikastro), cult centers (Mount Juktas), villas (Tylissos), and well-connected harbor
communities (Mochlos, Poros-Katsambas, and
Pseira [Betancourt 1997; Dimopoulou 1997:
434]). In most cases it is not finished vessels or
sealstones that have been found, but handfuls
of flakes, chips, and chunks. While this material
could be debris from manufacturing elite and/
or cultic paraphernalia, such manufacture seems
to have been a palace-controlled affair; as such,
could these items instead be viewed as apotropaic trinkets in their own unmodified right?
One might view the small quantities of Giali A
obsidian in the EBA Cyclades in a similar nonutilitarian light (their appearance in the ritual
‘Special Deposit South’ on Keros is noteworthy); they may constitute small lustrous charms
collected on the return voyage from Crete and
Anatolia via the Dodecanese, and/or tokens
of gift relations established between Cycladic
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Figure 16. ‘White-spotted style’ ware; the tallest cup (409) is 10 cm high, with a rim diameter of 11 cm. Adapted from
MacGillivray 1998: pls. 17-18, with permission from the British School at Athens and J.A. MacGillivray.

residents and their Dodecanesian trade-partners
or kin (cf. Sheppard 1993).
The distribution of Giali A obsidian artifacts
during the MBA/LBA certainly also reflected
networks of socio-economic relations (Figures
14.C-D). The circulation of finished vessels and
sealstones may have been initiated by members
of only a few palatial centers, perhaps gifted to
their vassals or peers at home and abroad (e.g.,
the Vapheio royal tomb), while the communities in the Cyclades and Dodecanese where the
obsidian is documented are known to have
enjoyed close links to Cretan factions (e.g., Davis
et al. 1983). The Neopalatial period on Crete
represents both the apogee and final period of
use of Giali A obsidian; none is securely dated
to the subsequent ‘Final Palace’ period. During
this latter part of the Bronze Age, which followed
the destruction of most major sites, Crete came
under influence—if not colonized control—of
the mainland Mycenaean culture, a process that
led to the reconfiguration of elite practices and
value systems. Stone vessels were produced in
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

lesser numbers and with a restricted repertoire,
with a greater emphasis on importing Egyptian
goods rather than local manufacture of highquality products (Bevan 2007: 157-65).
Conclusion
The patterns in exploitation of Giali A obsidian
through time demonstrate some of the ways
in which patterns of interaction in the Aegean
shifted during the ninth to second millennium
Cal bc, and suggest that modes of consumption
can significantly influence the circulation of raw
materials. The distribution of Giali A obsidian
(Figure 14) shifted in ways that reflected larger
changes in regional interconnection, a process
driven by both political agents and transportation advances. These changes opened up new
cosmological and ideological vistas as well as
socio-economic and socio-political opportunities, which combined to change the value
ascribed to this raw material and the ways in
which it was used.
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Interpreting these evolving patterns requires
not only source studies and raw material sourcing, but also an analysis of consumption patterns.
The characterization of Giali obsidian that we
have presented here builds on earlier work to
produce what is now a fairly standard narrative
of obsidian sourcing: characterization of source
material, matching of artifactual material to the
distinct source profile, and an overview of the
raw material’s distributions in space and time.
We argue that this approach can and should
be developed further: in order to interpret the
material’s distribution, one needs to include a
consideration of the ways in which the raw material was used.
The diachronic distribution patterns of Giali
A obsidian are notably distinct from those of
Melian obsidian (Carter 2009; Milić 2014).
Giali A obsidian was employed locally during
the Mesolithic to EBA for tool production,
while by the MBA it had become a raw material
transported long distances for the manufacture
of luxury goods by and/or for Cretan elites.
This shift was apparently driven by a conceptual transformation, as Giali A obsidian, once
considered a poor-quality raw material for making stone tools, became a raw material valued
for the skilled and exclusive manufacture of
groundstone vessels and sealstones.
The fact that Giali A obsidian was reconceptualized in this manner, rather than simply
falling out of use entirely as better-quality lithic
resources and metals became more accessible, provides compelling evidence of the role of shifting
value regimes in the exploitation and diffusion of
raw materials in the second-millennium Cal bc
Aegean. This demonstrable change in the worth
of Giali A obsidian, coupled with the persistent
neglect by Cretan palatial vase and sealstone
makers of obsidian from the closer Melos sources
(available, if less abundant, in blocks of sufficient size), argues that some particular value was
ascribed to Giali A obsidian per se. This shift in
the obsidian’s worth may have been related to its
© The Fund for Mediterranean Archaeology/Equinox Publishing Ltd., 2016

aesthetic/cosmological properties (i.e., the whitespots-on-black-background that were copied in
ceramic form), or a reluctance to use quotidian
media such as Melian obsidian for prestige/ritual
goods—although in MBA/LBA central Anatolia one does see the simultaneous use of Göllü
Dağ obsidian for both domestic tools and elite
items (Carter and Kilikoglou 2007: 131). One
might also consider the greater distances from
Crete involved in procuring obsidian from the
Dodecanese (a gateway to foreign practices and
value regimes), or some combination of these
and other as-yet unknown factors. Had Giali A
obsidian been of interest only for its potential use
as a material for knapping, surely its value would
have simply declined over time.
This perspective suggests at least some of the
reasons why Aegean obsidians continued to be
used for so long after the introduction of metallurgy, in contrast to the trajectories of use of the
central and western Mediterranean obsidians. In
the Aegean, Melian and Giali A obsidians were
exploited up until the end of the Bronze Age
(late second millennium Cal bc) because of particular functional desires that derived from and/
or aligned with wider eastern Mediterranean
traditions and value regimes. These comprised
an emphasis on male depilation (and thus the
manufacture of Melian obsidian razors, as facial
hair was the preserve of society’s upper echelons
[Carter 1997: 545-46]), and the manufacture
of Giali A obsidian vessels and jewelry for elite/
cultic consumption. In contrast, the dwindling desire for obsidian in the post-Neolithic
central and western Mediterranean reflects the
emergence of new strategies for social distinction within Central and Western Europe. That
region, previously comprising a world that had
valorized participation in exchange networks—
as partly articulated through the circulation of
obsidian—became one where social distinction
was achieved through inter-personal violence
using new metal weapons and new forms of ceremonial drinking in ‘beakers’ (Freund 2014a).
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While the case of Giali A obsidian is unique
in some respects—the material is not only distinctive, but also ill-suited to manufacture of
flaked stone tools—this demonstrable evolution
of value nevertheless offers a broadly applicable
lesson: distribution patterns and value regimes
can best be interpreted through integrated characterization and consumption studies.
Appendix: Online Supplementary Data
1. EDXRF analytical procedures.
2. Discriminant function analysis results.
These are both available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1558/jmea.v29i1.31014
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